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Description:

Cherry Blossom Cushion
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Faby Reilly Designs

This cross stitch pattern is very detailed, with delicate flower petals varying from pink to white, pistils
embellished with pearls. The birds also have a pretty crest of feathers on their heads. A butterfly flies in the
wind.

Like all Faby Reilly needlework patterns, this design includes embellishments such as the mother of pearl
sequins evocative of petals flying away in the light breeze. The embroidery incorporates one DMC Variations
thread as well as golden metallic thread used for the ball ornament hanging from the tree.

The cross stitch pattern includes a comprehensive tutorial with explanations for beads and all special stitches, as

well as instructions for mounting the cushion.

A tutorial is included with the chart for all specialty stitches.
A cross stitch pattern by Faby Reilly Designs.
>> see more patterns by Faby Reilly Designs
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Cherry Blossom Cushion
Chart size in stitches: 160 x 160
Needlework fabric: 28 ct Cashel Linen from Zweigart in color ice bliue (562)
>>View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, Specialty stitches (round eyelet stitch with sequin)
Chart: Color
Threads: DMC, DMC Color Variations, Rainbow Gallery Petite Braid (Gold)
Number of colors: 21
Other Supplies: 6 mm mother of pearl sequins, Mill Hills seed beads (gold)
Cusion supplies: iron-on interfacing, fabric for backing, one cushion insert or polyester filling (30 x 30 cm)
Themes: flower petals, white and pink, Japan, bird on a branch, cherry tree

>> see all patterns with tree blossoms (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
Price in£ or €: select acurrency in top right section of this page.
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